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Summary Information
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Biographical/Historical note
This collection features world maps with a focus on the Southeastern US. The collection
was collected by the Russell Library and Special Collections. Many of these maps were
orginally in the library's circulating collection.
Scope and Contents note
The inclusive dates of this collection are 1588 to 2001.The bulk dates of this collection
are 1900 to 1970. These materials vary in size with the majority being being oversized.
The majority of the maps in this collections are orginal with a few reproductions.
Arrangement note
There is no arranagement to this collection. The identifier numbers for each map can be
found under the "General Note" sections. There are 16 drawers in this collection.
Administrative Information
Conditions Governing Access note
No Restrictions
Conditions Governing Use note
Copyright status for materials is unknown. Transmission or reproduction of materials
is protected by U.S. Copyright Law (Title 17, U.S.C.) beyond that allowed by fair
use requires the written permission of the copyright owners. Works not in the public
Map Collection
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domain cannot be commercially exploited without permission of the copyright owners.
Responsibility for any use rests exclusively with the user.
Custodial History note
The maps in this collection come from many sources. Most of which came from the
library circulating collection, and other have been collected by Special Collections
through donation and other aquistion methods.
Indexing Terms
Subjects - Places
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Collection Inventory
1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). South America 1972   map: color; 30.5" x 23" scale:




• South America--Politics and government--20th century.
1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Deep South 1983   map: color; 27.3" x 20.3" scale:
1:2,566,000 region: United States type: political
map 1983.001
Subjects - Topics
• Southern States--Maps, Topocraphic.
• Southern States--Maps.
• Southern States--Politics and government.
• Southern States.
1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Central America 1973   map: color; 34.1" x 22.8" scale:




• Central America--Politics and government.
1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). California 1954   map: color; 37" x 28.8" scale: 20.6 miles
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1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). The Northwest 1973   map: color; 35" x 22.7" scale:




1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Atlanta Ocean 1955   map: color; 39.2" x 28" scale:
1:20,000,000 region: World type: political
map 1955.001
Subjects - Topics
• Atlantic Ocean Region--Politics and government.
• Atlantic Ocean--Maps.
1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Indians of North America 1972   map: color; 37" x 31.4"
scale: 1:10,610,000 region: US type: political
map 1972.002
Subjects - Topics
• North American Indians.
1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). South America 1937   map: color; 37" x 26.8" scale:




• South America--Politics and government--20th century.
1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Northern Approaches: Maine and the
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• Map and chart series (Geological Society of America)
1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). The Northeast 1978   map: color; 35" x 23" scale:






1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Central Washington 1948   map: color; 31.8" x 24.4" scale:
1:15,840 region: US type: political, road map
map 1948.001
Subjects - Topics
• Map Washington, Inc.
1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). British Columbia Alberta and the Yukon
Territories 1978   map: color; 27" x 22.5" scale: 1:3,500,000 region: world type: political
map 1978.002
Subjects - Topics





1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Ontario 1978   map: color; 33" x 22.5" scale: 1:3,000,000
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• Ontario--Maps.
1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Saskatchewan and Manitoba 1979   map: color; 31" x 22.9"








1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Quebec and Newfoundland 1980   map: color; 31" x 22.9"







1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Southern South America 1958   map: color; 25" x 19" scale:




• South America--Politics and government--20th century.
1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Eastern South America 1955   map: color; 40.4" x 29"
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• South America--Politics and government--20th century.
1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). The Heart of the Grand Canyon 1978   map: color; 34.8" x
22.6" scale: 1:24,000 region: US type: political
map 1978.004
Subjects - Topics
• Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.)
• Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.)--Maps, Topographic
• Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.)--Maps.
• Grand Canyon National Park Region (Ariz.)--Maps.
1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). West Indies 1954   map: color; 37" x 28.8" scale:
1:3,500,000 region: world type: political
map 1954.002
Subjects - Topics
• West Indies--Maps, Physical.
• West Indies--Maps.
• West Indies--Politics and government.
1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). California and Nevada 1974   map: color; 35.4" x 22.8"






1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and Kentucky 1977   map: color; 35"










1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Canada, Alaska, and Greenland 1947   map: color; 34.5" x






1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). The Nations Capitol 1956   map: color; 33.9" x 29" scale:
9.2 miles to an inch region: US type: political
map 1956.001
Subjects - Topics
• Map Washington, Inc.
1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). West Indies and Central America 1970   map: color; 36.9" x




• Central America--Politics and government.
• West Indies--Maps, Physical.
• West Indies--Maps.
• West Indies--Politics and government.
1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Alaska 1956   map: color; 35" x 29" scale: 1:3,000,000
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• America--Maps.
1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Northeastern United States 1945   map: color; 41" x 26.4"






1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Mid-Atlantic States 1976   map: color; 35" x 25.6" scale:






1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). South-Central States 1974   map: color; 35" x 22.6" scale:







1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). North-Central States 1974   map: color; 35" x 22.8" scale:
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• America--Maps.
1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Western New England 1975   map: color; 35" x 22.5" scale:







1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Maine with the Maritime Provinces 1975   map: color; 35"







1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Portrait USA: First Color Photomosaic of the 48




• Satellite image maps
1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Greater New York 1964   map: color; 19.9" x 15.3" scale:
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1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Southeastern United States 1958   map: color; 25" x 19"






1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Wild and Scenic Rivers of the United States 1977   map:






1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Northwestern United States and Neighboring Canada






1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Alaska 1975   map: color; 35" x 22.6" scale: 1:3,295,000





1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Far West 1984   map: color; 27.3" x 21.2" scale:
1:1,871,000 region: US type: political
Map Collection




1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). West Indies and Central America 1981   map: color; 34" x





1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Mexico and Central America 1980   map: color; 25.7" x 20"





1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Great Lakes Region of the United States and






1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). The Southwest 1977   map: color; 35" x 23" scale:
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• America--Maps, Topographic.
• America--Maps.
1  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Hawaii 1976   map: color; 35" x 22.6" scale: 1:675,000







2  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Colonization and Trade in the New World 1977   map:






2  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Round About the Nations Capitol with Descriptive






• Map Washington, Inc.
2  National Geographic Society (U.S.). New England with Descriptive Notes 1955   map: color;









2  National Geographic Society (U.S.). North Central United States 1948   map: color; 28" x 26.5"
scale: 1:2,500,000 region: US type: political
map 1948.002
Subjects - Topics
• Middle West--Maps, Topographic.
• Middle West--Maps.
2  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Southwestern United States 1940   map: color; 34.5" x 26"
scale: 1:2,500,000 region: US type: political
map 1940.001
Subjects - Topics
• Southwestern States--Maps, Pictorial.
• Southwestern States--Maps.
2  National Geographic Society (U.S.). South Central United States 1947   map: color; 29.5" x 24"
scale: 1:2,500,000 region: US type: political
map 1947.002
Subjects - Topics
• Middle West--Maps, Topographic.
• Middle West--Maps.
2  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Close-Up: USA. Wisconsin, Michigan, and the Great
Lakes 1973   map: color; 35" x 22.75" scale: 1:1,570,000 region: US type: political
map 1973.003
Subjects - Topics
• Great Lakes (North America)--Navigation--Maps.
• Michigan--Maps.
Map Collection
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• Wisconson--Maps.
2  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Historical Map of the United States 1953   map: color; 41"




2  National Geographic Society (U.S.). Historical and Scenic Reaches of the Nation's






2  National Geographic Society (U.S.). The Reaches of New York City 1939   map: color; 29" x
26.5" scale: 8 miles to the inch region: US type: political
map 1939.001
Subjects - Topics
• New York City--Maps.
2  National Geographic Society (U.S.). The White Mountains of New Hampshire 1937   map:
color; 20" x 17" scale: region: US type: political
map 1937.002
Subjects - Topics
• White Mountains (N.H. and Me.)--Maps
2  National Geographic Society (U.S.). The Americas 1979   map: color; 36" x 22.6" scale:
1:20,000,000 region: world type: political
map 1979.002
Map Collection




2  Hotchkiss, Jed., (Top. Eng.) Map of the City of Staunton Augusta Co. Va. 1884   map: b&w; 56"
x 34" (in four sections) scale: region: US type: political
map 1884.001 a,b,c,d
Subjects - Topics
• Staunton Region (Va.)--Maps, Manuscript.
• Virginia--Maps--Early works to 1800
• Virginia--Maps--To 1800
• Virginia--Maps.
2  Ortelius, Abraham Print of Types Orbis Terrarvm (Global Map) 1950 - original   map: color;
24.75" x 20" scale: region: world type: political
map 1590.001




• World maps--Early works to 1800.
• World maps.
2  U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service. National Forests and Purchase Units of the
Southern Region 1942   map: color; 33.75" x 19.75" scale: region: US type: political
map 1942.001
Subjects - Topics
• National Forest System (U.S.)
2  U.S. Coast Survey by A.D. Bache. U.S. Government Printing Office. Plan of Fort Jackson,
LA 1862   map: color; 33.75" x 19.75" scale: region: US type: political
Map Collection




2  Survey by I.H. Adams Assist U.S. Coast Survey. U.S. Government Printing Office. City of






2  C.O. Boutelle Asst. U.S. Coast Survey. Charleston Harbor South Carolina Showing Rebels
Defenses and Obstructions 1865   map: b&w; 30" x 24" scale: 1:30,000 region: US type: political
map 1865.001
Subjects - Topics
• Charleston Harbor (S.C.)
2  Coast Survey Office, Washington D.C. . Operations of the National Forces Under the Command
of Maj. Gen. W.T. Sherman During the Campaign Resulting in the Capture of Atlanta,




2  U.S. Coast Survey. Approaches to Vicksburg Miss. And Rebel Defenses 1863   map: b&w; 30"
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• Vicksburg (Miss.)--Maps.




• Grand Gulf (Miss.)
• Grand Gulf Military State Park (Miss.)
• Topographical & Hydrographical Survey
2  Military Division of Mississippi. Chattanooga and Its Approaches Showing Union and Rebel
Works Before and During the Battles of 23d, 24th,and 25th of November, 1863 1863   map:





2  Thomas, G. H. , Maj. Genl.  U.S. Government Printing Office. Battlefield of Chickamauga




• Chickamauga Region (Ga.)--Maps, Topographic.
2  U.S. Government Printing Office. Plan of Final Attack on Fort Fisher and Other Rebel
Works 1865   map: b&w; 30" x 24" scale: 1:5,000 region: US type: political
map 1865.002
Subjects - Topics
• Forst Fisher (N.C.)--Maps.
• Fort Fisher (N.C. : Fort)--Capture, 1865
• Fort Fisher (N.C.)
Map Collection
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2  U.S. Government Printing Office. Reconnaissance of Wilmington River and St. Augustine
Creek 1864   map: b&w; 30" x 24" scale: 1:40,000 region: US type: political
map 1864.005
Subjects - Topics
• Wilmington River, Ga.--Maps, Manuscript--Early works to 1800.
2  U.S. Coast Survey. U.S. Government Printing Office. Reconnaissance of the Mississippi




2  U.S. Coast Survey. U.S. Government Printing Office. Approaches to Fort Hindman,
Arkansas 1863   map: b&w; 30" x 24" scale: 1:5,000 region: US type: political
map 1863.003
Subjects - Topics
• Fort Hindman (Ark.)
2  U.S. Coast Survey. U.S. Government Printing Office. Positions of Gun Boats at Grand
Gulf 1863   map: b&w; 30" x 24" scale: region: US type: political
map 1863.004
Subjects - Topics
• Grand Gulf (Miss.)
• Grand Gulf Military State Park (Miss.)
2  Oltmanns, J.G., U.S. Coast Survey, Assistant U.S. Government Printing Office. Battle Ground of
Sabine Crossroads and Pleasant Hill 1864   map: b&w; 30" x 24' scale: region: US type: political
map 1864.006
Subjects - Topics
• Pleasant Hill (La.)
• Pleasant Hill, La., Battle of, 1864
Map Collection
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• Sabine Pass (La. and Tex.)--History, Military
• Sabine Pass, Battle of, Tex., 1863





2  U.S. Coast Survey. U.S. Government Printing Office. Manassas Junction and
Vicinity 1862   map: b&w; 30" x 24" scale: region: US type: political
map 1862.003
Subjects - Topics
• Manassas Region (Va.)--History--Civil War, 1861-1865--Maps
2  C.O. Boutelle Asst. U.S. Coast Survey. U.S. Government Printing Office. Map of Portions of






2  Lindenkohl, Adolph, Asst., U.S. Coast Survey U.S. Government Printing Office. Military Map





2  Jackson, W. H. , (William Henry) Pony Express Route April 3, 1860-October 24,
1861 unknown   map: color; 30" x 10" scale: region: US type: historical
Map Collection
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map 1860.001
Subjects - Corporate Bodies
• Union Pacific Railroad.
Subjects - Topics
• Pony Express National Historic Trail--Maps
• Pony express--1860-1870
2  Jay, John Massachusetts (Eastern Part, i.e. The District of Maine 1843   map: color; 26" x 20"
scale: region: US type: political
map 1843.001
Subjects - Corporate Bodies
• United States Sesquicentennial Commission.
Subjects - Topics
• Massachusetts--Maps
• United States. Sesquicentennial Commission
2  United States Constitution Sesquicentennial Commission. Massachusetts (Without the District of




• United States. Sesquicentennial Commission
2  Library of Congress. U.S. Geological Survey. United States Sesquicentennial
Commission. Pennsylvania at the Time of the Ratification of the Constitution 1937   map: color;
26" x 20" scale: region: US type: political
map 1937.003
Subjects - Topics
• Pennsylvania--Maps--Early works to 1800
• Pennsylvania--Maps.
• U.S. Geological Survey
Map Collection
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• United States. Sesquicentennial Commission
2  Library of Congress. Martin, Lawrence, Col.  United States Sesquicentennial
Commission. Maryland at the Time of the Ratification of the Constitution 1795   map: color; 26"
x 20" scale: region: US type: political
map 1795.001
Subjects - Topics
• Maryland--Maps--Early works to 1800
• Maryland--Maps.
• United States. Sesquicentennial Commission
2  Library of Congress. Martin, Lawrence, Col.  United States Sesquicentennial Commission. New-
York at the Time of the Ratification of the Constitution 1776   map: color; 26" x 20" scale:
region: US type: political
map 1776.001
Subjects - Topics
• New York (State)--Maps--Early works to 1800
• New York (State)--Maps.
• United States. Sesquicentennial Commission
2  Library of Congress. Martin, Lawrence, Col.  United States Sesquicentennial Commission. The
United States of America at the Time of the Ratification of the Constitution 1784   map: color;
26" x 20" scale: region: US type: political
map 1784.001
Subjects - Topics
• United States--Maps--Early works to 1800
• United States--Maps.
• United States. Sesquicentennial Commission
2  Library of Congress. United States Sesquicentennial Commission. Virginia at the Time of the
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• United States. Sesquicentennial Commission
• Virginia--Maps--Early works to 1800
• Virginia--Maps.
3  Library of Congress. United States Sesquicentennial Commission. South Carolina at the Time
of the Ratification of the Constitution 1780   map: color; 26" x 20" scale: miles 692 in a degree
region: US type: political
map 1780.001
Subjects - Topics
• South Carolina--Maps--Early works to 1800.
• South Carolina--maps.
• United States. Sesquicentennial Commission
3  Library of Congress. United States Sesquicentennial Commission. North Carolina at the Time of
the Ratification of the Constitution 1788   map: color; 26" x 20" scale: region: US type: political
map 1788.001
Subjects - Topics
• North Carolina--Maps, Topographic.
• North Carolina--Maps--Early works to 1800.
• North Carolina--Maps.
• United States. Sesquicentennial Commission
3  Library of Congress. United States Sesquicentennial Commission. North Carolina at the Time
of the Ratification of the Constitution 1775   map: color; 26" x 20" scale: miles 69.5 to a degree
region: US type: political
map 1775.002
Subjects - Topics
• North Carolina--Maps, Topographic.
• North Carolina--Maps--Early works to 1800.
• North Carolina--Maps.
• United States. Sesquicentennial Commission
3  Library of Congress. United States Sesquicentennial Commission. The United States of America
Showing the Boundaries fixed in 1782 1782   map: color; 26" x 20" scale: region: US type:
political
Map Collection
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map 1782.001
Subjects - Topics
• America--Maps, early works to 1800
• America--Maps.
3  Library of Congress. United States Sesquicentennial Commission. Delaware at the Time of the




• Delaware--Maps--Early works to 1800.
• Delaware--Maps.
3  Library of Congress. United States Sesquicentennial Commission. Rhode-Island and Providence
Plantations at the time of the Ratification of the Constitution 1777   map: color; 26" x 20" scale:
region: US type: political
map 1777.001
Subjects - Topics
• Rhode Island map series
• Rhode Island--Maps, Topographic.
• Rhode Island--Maps--Early works to 1800.
• Rhode Island--Maps.
3  Library of Congress. United States Sesquicentennial Commission. New Hampshire at the Time




• New Hampshire--Maps, Topographic.
• New Hampshire--Maps--Early works to 1800.
• New Hampshire--Maps.
Map Collection
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3  Library of Congress. United States Sesquicentennial Commission. Connecticut at the Time of




• Connecticut--Maps--Early works to 1800.
• Connecticut--Maps.
3  United Daughters of the Confederacy. Jefferson Davis National Highway 1935   map: color;
24.75" x 19" scale: region: US type: political
map 1935.001
Subjects - Topics
• United Daughters of the Confederacy
3  Library of Congress. United States Sesquicentennial Commission. Virginia at the Time of the




• Virginia--Maps--Early works to 1800
• Virginia--Maps.
3  U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. Florida Intracoastal Waterway Nassau Sound to Matanzas
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Subjects - Topics
• Public works--America--Maintenance and repair--Congresses.
3  Brazilian Government Trade Bureau of New York. Brazil an Economic Sketch 1950s   map:




3  New Jersey Department of Transportation. New Jersey 1970 Official Map 1970   map: color; 44"
x 24" scale: 1 inch equals approx. 4 miles region: US type: road map
map 1970.002
Subjects - Topics
• New Jersey--Maps, Topographic.
• New Jersey--Maps.
3 Fortune's Map of South America in Globular Perspective 1937   map: color; 27.6" x 22.5" scale:









3 South America: Northwest unknown   map: color; 38" x 28" scale: 1:4,500,000 region: world
type: political
Map Collection




3  Annals of the Association of American Geographers. Cartographic Laboratory, University of
Wisconsin, Madison. Mapping an American Frontier Oregon in 1850 1850   map: color; 42" x





3  U.S. Department of the Interior. United States Geological Survey 1987   map: color; 41" x 28"
scale: 1:11,333,333 region: US type: political
map 1987.001
Subjects - Topics
• Geological surveys--United States
3  U.S. Coast Survey. Selected Civil War Maps 1864   map: b&w; 30" x 24" scale: region: US
type: political
map 1864.008
Subjects - Corporate Bodies
• U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.
Subjects - Topics
• United States--History--Civil War, 1861-1865--Maps
• U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
3  Bureau of the Census, Geography Division, Social and Economic Statistics Administration, U.S.
Department of Commerce. Congressional Districts for the 93rd Congress 1972   map: color; 42"
x 30" scale: 1:5,000,000 region: US type: political
map 1972.003
Map Collection
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Subjects - Topics
• United States--Maps.





3  General Drafting, Co. Inc.. Travelvision. United States Greyhound Map unknown   map: color;




3  Kennish, W. , C.E. Map of the Isthmus of Darien and Valley of the Atrato 1855   map: b&w; 22"







3  Burgess, James L. Lyman, W.S. U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S.
Department of Agriculture Soil Map Lee County, TX 1905   map: color; 42" x 31.5" scale: 1 inch
equals 1 mile region: US type: political
map 1905.001
Subjects - Topics
• Lee County (Tex.)--Maps
• Soil maps.
Map Collection
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• United States. Bureau of Soils
3  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,





• Bennett, Hugh H.
• Butke, R.T. Avon
• Carr, E.P.
• Hearn, W. Edward
Subjects - Topics
• Dallas County (Ala.)--Maps
• Soil maps.
• United States. Bureau of Soils
3  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,




• Mann, Charles J.
Subjects - Topics
• Montgomery County (Ala.)--Maps
• Soil maps.
• United States. Bureau of Soils
3  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,
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Subjects - People




• Brown County (Kan.)--Maps
• Soil maps.
• United States. Bureau of Soils
3  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,
Sarpy County, NE 1905   map: color; 30.5" x 16.5" scale: 1:62,500 region: US type: political
map 1905.005
Subjects - People
• Hurst, Lewis A.
• Kocher, A.E.
Subjects - Topics
• Sarpy County (Neb.)--Maps
• Soil maps.
• United States. Bureau of Soils
3  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,







• Newton County (Ind.)--Maps
• Soil maps.
• United States. Bureau of Soils
Map Collection
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3  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,








• Tippecanoe County (Ind.)--Maps
• United States. Bureau of Soils
3  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,




• Bennett, Hugh H.
• Carr, E.P.
Subjects - Topics
• Henderson County (Tenn.)--Maps
• Soil maps.
• United States. Bureau of Soils
3  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,
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• United States. Bureau of Soils
• Westerville (Ohio)--Maps
3  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,








• United States. Bureau of Soils
3  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,




• Rice, Thomas D.
Subjects - Topics
• McCracken County (Ky.)--Maps
• Soil maps.
• United States. Bureau of Soils
3  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,




• Mooney, Charles N.
Map Collection




• United States. Bureau of Soils
4  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,




• Hearn, W. Edward
• Mann, Charles J.
Subjects - Topics
• Crawford County (Mo.)--Maps
• Soil maps.
• United States. Bureau of Soils
4  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,





• Jones, Grove B.
Subjects - Topics
• Portage County (Wis.)--Maps
• Soil maps.
• United States. Bureau of Soils
4  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,
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Subjects - People
• Meeker, F.N.
• Smith, William G.
Subjects - Topics
• Blount County (Ala.) Maps
• Soil maps.
• United States. Bureau of Soils
4  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,








• United States. Bureau of Soils
4  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,









• United States. Bureau of Soils
Map Collection
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4  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,








• United States. Bureau of Soils
• Upshur County (W. Va.)--Maps
4  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,








• Tangipahoa Parish (La.)--Maps
• United States. Bureau of Soils
4  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,
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• Island County (Wash.)--Maps
• Soil maps.
• United States. Bureau of Soils
4  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,




• Ayrs, Orla L.
• Bondstee, F.E.
• Carr, E.P.
• Rice, Thomas D.
Subjects - Topics
• Lauderdale County (Ala.)--Maps
• Soil maps.
• United States. Bureau of Soils
4  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,




• Bennett, Hugh H.
Subjects - Topics
• Hanover County (Va.)--Maps
• Soil maps.
• United States. Bureau of Soils
4  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,
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• Caine, Thomas A.
• Carter, William T., Jr.
• Geib, W.J.
• Wilder, Henry J.
Subjects - Topics
• Chester County (Pa.)--Maps
• Soil maps.
• United States. Bureau of Soils
4  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,




• Bennett, Hugh H.
• McLendon, W.E.
Subjects - Topics
• Louisa County (Va.)--Maps
• Soil maps.
• United States. Bureau of Soils
4  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,
Yorktown, VA 1905   map: color; 42" x 36" scale: 1 inch equals 1 mile region: US type: political
map 1905.025
Subjects - People
• Burke, R.T. Avon
• Root, Aldert S.
Subjects - Topics
• Soil maps.
• United States. Bureau of Soils
• Yorktown (Va.)--Maps
Map Collection
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4  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,





• Bennett, Hugh H.
• Mooney, Charles N.
• Strahorn, A.T.
Subjects - Topics
• Lavaca County (Tex.)--Maps
• Soil maps.
• United States. Bureau of Soils
4  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,




• Hurst, Lewis A.
• Root, Aldert S.
Subjects - Topics
• Duplin County (N.C.)--Maps
• Soil maps.
• United States. Bureau of Soils
4  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,




• Ayrs, Orla L.
• Griffin, A.M.
Map Collection
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Subjects - Topics
• Madison County (Ky.)--Maps
• Soil maps.
• United States. Bureau of Soils
4  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,





• Jones, Grove B.
Subjects - Topics
• Carlton County (Minn.)--Maps
• Soil maps.
• United States. Bureau of Soils
4  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map,




• Burgess, James L.
• Tharp, W.E.
Subjects - Topics
• Crystal Springs (Miss.)--Maps
• Soil maps.
• United States. Bureau of Soils
4  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map, York
County, SC   map: color; 29" x 28" scale: 1:62,500 region: US type: political
map 1905.031
Map Collection






• Tompkins County (N.Y.)--Maps
• United States. Bureau of Soils
4  Bonsteel, Jay A. Carter, William T., Jr. Fippin, Elmer O. U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau
of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map, Tompkins County, NY 1905   map: color; 29"




• Tompkins County (Ny.)
• United States. Bureau of Soils
4  U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Soils. U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Map, East




• Ely, Charles W.
• Marean, Herbert W.
• Neill, N.P.
Subjects - Topics
• East Baton Rouge Parish (La.)--Maps
• Soil maps.
• United States. Bureau of Soils
5  Julius Bien & Co. Lith. N.Y.. Map showing the March Routes of the Army of the Tennessee
from Atlanta to Savannah During the Campaigns in Georgia, Under the Command of Maj. Gen.
Map Collection
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5  J. Bew, Pater Noster Row. Jn. Ledge Senh. East and West Florida, Georgia and Louisiana
with the Islands of Cuba, Bahamas and the Countries Surrounding the Gulf of Mexico with
the Tract of the Spanish Galleons, and of our Fleets thro the Straits of Florida, from the Best
Authorities 1781   map: color; 16" x 13" scale: region: US type: political
map 1781.001
Subjects - Topics
• Florida--Maps--Early works to 1800.
• Gulf of Mexico.
5  Office of the President Mississippi River Commission. Maps of the Mississippi River, Cairo,







5  Topographical Survey of Canada. U.S. Department of the Interior. National Parks of Canada




• Canada. National Parks and Historic Sites
Map Collection
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5  U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service. Ocala National Forest, Florida 1949   map:
color; 24" x 22" scale: 3 inches equal 5 miles region: US type: political
map 1949.001
Subjects - Topics
• Ocala National Forest (Fla.)
• Ocala National Forest (Fla.)--Maps, Topographic.
• Ocala National Forest (Fla.)--Maps.
5  U.S. Department of the Interior. U.S. Government Printing Office. Guide Map of Yellowstone




• Yellowstone National Park--Maps.
5  U.S. Government Printing Office. United States. Department of Agriculture. Forest
Service. Forest Regions of the United States 1948   map: color; 24" x 18" scale: 2.25 inches
equals 400 miles region: US type: political
map 1948.003
Subjects - Topics
• Forest mapping--United States.
5 Carte de L'adjonction Progressive des Divers Etats au Territoire et a L'union Constitutionelle






5  Fortson, Ben W., Secretary of State Democratic Primary Election Tabulation Sheet 1950   map:
color; 35" x 24.75" scale: region: US type: political
Map Collection




5  Geog, T. Kitchin London Magazine. Louisiana as Formerly Claimed by France now Containing
Part of British America to the East & Spanish America to the West of the Mississippi 1761   map:
black and white; 10.65" x 8.25" scale: 1.75 inches equals280 miles region: US type: political
map 1761.001
Subjects - Topics
• Louisiana--Maps--Early works to 1800.
• Louisiana--Maps--To 1800.
5  J. Bew, Pater Noster Row. East and West Florida, Georgia and Louisiana with the Islands of
Cuba, Bahamas and the Countries Surrounding the Gulf of Mexico with the Tract of the Spanish
Galleons, and of our Fleets thro the Straits of Florida, from the Best Authorities 1781   map:
color; 16" x 13" scale: region: US type: political
map 1781.002
Subjects - Topics
• Florida--Maps--Early works to 1800.
• Gulf of Mexico.
5  Ellis, Richard W.  The Public Reserves on Both Sides of the Ocmulgee River at Macon   map:




5  Commissioners of the Academy of McIntosh County. McCall, Thomas Darien,
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• Georgia--Maps.
5  Ezell, E.C. Putnam County 1878   map: black and white; 22.25" x 17.75" scale: 1 inch to a mile




5  Hall Brothers Kollock, M.C. Hall's Original County Map of Georgia Showing Present and
Original Counties and Land Districts 1921   map: black and white; 20" x 17.5" scale: 2.37 inches




5  City Atlas of Atlanta Georgia, Baltimore, Maryland. Hopkins, G.M. Atlanta: Street





5  Georgia Society of the Colonial Dames of America. University of Georgia Press. Chatham
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5  Department of State Parks. State of Georgia System of Parks 1950   map: color; 31" x 20" scale:




• Georgia. Dept. of Natural Resources. Division of State Parks, Historic Sites, and
Monuments






• United States--History--Civil War, 1861-1865--Maps
5  Vincent, Edward A.  Old Map of Atlanta 1853   map: b&w; 18.5" x 17" scale: 800 feet equals 1





5  U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. Satilla River Hopewell Point to Burnt Fort 1939   map: color;




• Satilla River (Ga.)
5  U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. St. Andrew Sound, Georgia 1938   map: color; 47" x 27" scale:
1:40,000 region: Georgia type: political
Map Collection




• St. Andrew Sound (Ga.)
5  George F. Cram Company Inc.. Superior Map of Georgia 1950   map: color;cloth; markable/
eraseable; 51" x 47.75" scale: 3.75 inches equals 30 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1950.004
Subjects - Topics
• County maps and histories series
• Georgia--Maps.
6  City Commission. Office of City Engineer. Street Map of Columbus Georgia 1928   map: color;





6  U.S. Geological Survey. Transportation Map of Georgia 1975   map: color; 22" x 17" scale: 1





6  State Highway Department of Georgia Division of Highway Planning. State of Georgia Traffic
Flow Map System of State Roads 1949   map: black and white; 22" x 17" scale: 2.75 inches
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• Georgia--Maps.
• Traffic flow--Georgia--Maps.
6  Rand McNally & Company. North Carolina and South Carolina 1940   map: color; 26.5" x





6  State Highway Department of Georgia Division of Highway Planning. State of Georgia System






6  Hall Brothers Hall's Original County Map of Georgia Showing Present and Original Counties




• County maps and histories series
• Georgia--Maps.
6  Georgia Department of State Parks. Jekyll Island State Park Brunswick, Georgia undated   map:
black and white; 16.75" x 10.25" scale: 4.25 inches equals 160 chains, 1 chains equals 66 feet
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• Jekyll Island State Park Authority
6  Montgomery, H., Survr.  State of Georgia, Atlanta, Office of Secretary of State. Map of the
Boundary Between Georgia and Tennessee Original: 1818; Reproduction:1923   map: b&w; 21"




6  U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. South Carolina-Georgia Intracoastal Waterway Port Royal
Sound to Johnson Creek 1943   map: color; 38.5" x 24" scale: 1:40,000 region: US type: political
map 1943.001
Subjects - Topics
• Intracoastal waterways--South Atlantic States--Maps
• Intracoastal waterways--United States--Maps
• U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
6  U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. St. Simon's Sound Brunswick Harbor and Turtle
River 1937   map: color; 36" x 24" scale: region: Georgia type: political
map 1937.005
Subjects - Topics
• Intracoastal waterways--South Atlantic States--Maps
• U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
6  U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. Georgia Intracoastal Waterway Johnson Creek to Brunswick
River 1942   map: color; 38.5" x 24" scale: 1:40,000 region: Georgia type: political
map 1942.002
Subjects - Topics
• Intracoastal waterways--South Atlantic States--Maps
• U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
Map Collection
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6  Stouf, I. Plan of the City and Harbor of Savannah 1818   map: b&w; 23" x 18" scale:





6  U.S. Department of the Interior. U.S. Geological Survey. Camp Gordon and
Vicinity 1887-1888   map: b&w; 28" x 20.5" scale: 1:125,000 region: Georgia type: political
map 1887.001
Subjects - Topics
• Camp Gordon (Dekalb County, Ga.)
6  U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. Georgia-Florida Intracoastal Waterway Brunswick River to
Nassau Sound 1943   map: color; 39" x 24" scale: 1:40,000 region: Georgia type: political
map 1943.002
Subjects - Topics
• Intracoastal waterways--South Atlantic States--Maps
• Intracoastal waterways--United States--Maps
• U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
6  Brunswick Chamber of Commerce. Historic Map Brunswick, Saint Simons Island, Sea




6  State Highway Department of Georgia Division of Highway Planning. Georgia Outline Map
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• Georgia--Maps.
6  Poythress, David P., Secretary of State Georgia County Outline Map 1970   map: b&w; 22" x




6  United States Department of the Interior Geological Survey. Georgia (Camden County)





6  Southern Sales Incentives. Map of Augusta, Georgia and North Augusta, South




6  Savannah Chamber of Commerce. "If You Haven't Seen Savannah…" undated   map: b&w; 22"









- Page 54 -
Subjects - Topics
• Literary maps; Georgia--Maps
6  Georgia Division of Mines, Mining, and Geology. U.S. Geological Survey. Geologic Map of the
Coastal Plain of East Central Georgia 1946   map: color; 37" x 33" scale: 2.75 inches equals five





6  State Highway Department of Georgia Division of Highway Planning. Georgia: Official





6  State Highway Department of Georgia Division of Highway Planning. State of Georgia State






6  United States Department of the Interior Geological Survey. State of Georgia: Slope
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6  Thorton, Ella May, State Librarian Governmental Maps of Georgia 1938   map: black and white;




6  United States Sesquicentennial Commission. Georgia at the time of the ratification of the
Constitution from original Maps in the Library of Congress at Washington 1770   map: color; 26"




6  U.S. Geological Survey. Transportation Map of Georgia 1975   map: color; 22" x 17" scale: 2.4





6  Ashburn Maps Inc.. Macon, Georgia 1970   map: color; 27.75" x 21" scale: 2.4 inches equals 1
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• Georgia--Maps.
6  Down Home Designs. Curious & Forgotten Places in Georgia: A Brief Glimpse at Bygone Days





6  Cunningham, Cornelia Derenne, W.W.  An Historical Map of Georgia 1932   map: black and




6  Down Home Designs. Colonial Georgia: Directory of Curious and Historic Places Before,





6  Down Home Designs. Early Times on the Georgia Frontier: A Directory of Georgia Fortification





6  United States Department of the Interior Geological Survey. Satellite Image Mosaic of the State
of Georgia 1973   map: color; 50" x 41" scale: 1:500,000 region: Georgia type: topographical
Map Collection




• Satellite image maps





7  Dilly, C. Roinfon, G. A Map of the United States of America 1783   map: color; 17" x 15" scale:
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7  Morse's American Gazetteer. A Correct Map of the Georgia Western Territory 1797   map: black




7  Sculp, J. Gibson British Governments in Nth America Laid Down Agreeable to the Proclamation











7  Bryan Brooke & Co. Municipal Financing. Georgia 1825   map: color; 13.4" x 9.75" scale:
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• America--Maps, Topographic.
• America--Maps.
7 A New and Accurate Map of the Province of Georgia in North America 1775   map: color; 14" x




7  Lucas, F., Jr. Yeager, J.  Geographical, Statistical, and Historical Map of Georgia 1882   map:




7  Atlanta Chamber of Commerce. Map of Metropolitan Atlanta, Ga; Ashburn's Map of Atlanta,





7  Davis-Paxon Co.. Williams, Charles Davison's Scenic Map of Atlanta undated   map: color;





7  Mackintosh, J.B.  Map of Dahlonega District, Ga. undated   map: black and white; 21.75" x
17.25" scale: region: Georgia type: political
Map Collection
- Page 60 -
map 0000.008
Subjects - Topics
• Dahlonega Region (Ga.)--Maps, Topographic.
• Georgia--Maps.
7  Amos, Frank P., 11th Cavy. U.S.A., 1st Lieut. Maneuver Grounds Chickamauga Park &
Vicinity 1910 
map: color; 22.75" x 16.9" scale: 2 inches equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1910.001
Subjects - Topics
• Chickamauga Region (Ga.)--Maps, Topographic.
• Georgia--Maps.
7  Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co.. A New Map of Georgia with its Roads &






7  Act of Congress. Georgia undated   map: black and white; 11" x 9" scale: 1.4 inches equals 50





7  J.H. Colton & Co.. Georgia undated   map: black and white; 11" x 9" scale: 1.4 inches equals 50
miles region: Georgia type: political
map 0000.011
Map Collection




7  Hall Brothers Hall's Original County Map of Georgia Showing Present and Original Counties





7  Georgia. Department of Natural Resources. U.S. Geological Survey. Geologic Map of





7  State Highway Department of Georgia Division of Highway Planning. Georgia: Official






7  U.S. Desoto Expedition Commission. The Georgia Society of the Colonial Dames of America
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• Georgia--Maps.
7   le service des vaisseaux du roi par ordre de M. De Sartine Carte de la Baie De Chesapeake
et de la Partie navigable des Riveres, James, York, Patowmack, Patuxen, Patapfeo, North-





7  Philad, A Finley Georgia undated   map: black and white; 11" x 9" scale: 2 inches equals 80




7  Avery , Joseph Command of Government, J.F.W. Des Barres. The Coast: River and Inlets of the




7  Hassen, A.F. United States Department of the Interior Geological Survey. State of




7  Frobel, B.W., Civil Engineer Mitchell, Dr.  Milledgeville and The Right Bank of the Oconee
River 1915   map: black and white; 36" x 24" scale: region: Georgia type: political
map 1915.001 a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,I,j
Map Collection





7  Frobel, B.W., Civil Engineer Mitchell, Dr.  Milledgeville Baldwin County, Ga. 1946   map:
black and white; 36" x 30.5" scale: 1.:660. region: Georgia type: political





7  New Jersey Department of Transportation. General Highway Map Baldwin County







7  Exchange Bank. Milledgeville Baldwin County, Ga. undated   map: color; 27" x 20.9" scale: 2
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• Georgia--Maps.
7  Oconee Area Planning and Development Commission. Road Name and Address System Map for







7 Georgia District N. 2 Baldwin County 1805   map: black and white; 20.5" x 17.75" scale: 40













7  Georgia Department of Public Health. Central State Hospital Baldwin County
Georgia 1969   map: b&w; 14" x 8.75" scale: region: Georgia type: political
Map Collection





• Central State Hospital (Milledgeville, Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
7  Georgia Department of Public Health. Central State Hospital Baldwin County





• Central State Hospital (Milledgeville, Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
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Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.














7  State of Georgia, Atlanta, Office of Secretary of State. Map of Baldwin County 1867   map:
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7  Ragan, John, D. Survr Map of Georgia District N1 a 1804   map: b&w; 24" x 18" scale: 40






7  Ragan, John, D. Survr Map of Georgia District N1 b 1804   map: b&w; 24" x 18" scale: 40





























7  Milledgeville-Baldwin County Chamber of Commerce. Milledgeville & Vicinity undated   map:






7  Milledgeville-Baldwin County Chamber of Commerce. Milledgeville & Vicinity undated   map:
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7  Milledgeville-Baldwin County Chamber of Commerce. The General Press. Map of







7  Riley, Park, Hayden, and Ass.. Milledgeville, Baldwin County Map 1992   map: color; 36" x 24"













7  Baldwin County Housing and Community Development. Milledgeville-Baldwin County Small









7  Teague, James D., Jr., City Engineer Street and Road Map City of Milledgeville 1952   map:






7  Andrews, L.H. Roster of Soldiers Interred in the Cemetery in the City of




8  Cone, O.M. Holloway, R.L. The County Commissioners. A Map of the Roads of Baldwin
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8 Ground Plan of the Georgia Penitentiary Milledgeville, Ga 1860   map: b&w; 27" x 23.25" scale:
region: Georgia type: political
map 1860.003
Subjects - Places




8  State Highway Department of Georgia Division of Highway Planning. General Highway Map








8  Cone, O.M. Holloway, R.L. The County Commissioners. A Map of the Roads of Baldwin








8  Sherwoods Gazetter . Plan of Milledgeville 1829   map: b&w; 11" x 8.5" scale: region: Georgia
type: political
Map Collection
- Page 72 -
map 1829.001
Subjects - Places




8 Ground Plan of Georgia State College for Women Milledgeville, Georgia undated   map: b&w;
11" x 8.5" scale: 1.4 inches equals 400 feet region: Georgia type: political
map 0000.018
Subjects - Places




8 Map of Milledgeville undated   map: b&w; 14" x 8.5" scale: region: Georgia type: political
map 0000.019
Subjects - Places




8  State Highway Department of Georgia Division of Highway Planning. Map of Baldwin





- Page 73 -












8  Surveyor General Department. Baldwin County District 2 undated   map: b&w; 20" x 18" scale:
region: Georgia type: political
map 0000.020
Subjects - Places




8  Cone, O.M. Holloway, R.L. The County Commissioners. A Map of the Roads of Baldwin




• Baldwin County (Ga.)
• Milledgeville (Ga.)
Map Collection
- Page 74 -
Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
8  State Highway Department of Georgia Division of Highway Planning. General Highway Map








8  Middle Georgia Mapping Service. Baldwin County, Ga. Map 76 1985   map: color; 23.5" x
18.25" scale: 1 inch equals 400 feet region: Georgia type: political
map 1985.003
Subjects - Places
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• Georgia--Maps.
8  United States Department of the Interior Geological Survey. Gordon Quadrangle Georgia 15




8 Proposed Official Zoning Map City of Milledgeville, Georgia 1962   map: color; 43" x 22" scale:
2 inches equal 1600 feet region: Georgia type: political
map 1962.002
Subjects - Places




8  Federal Works Agency Public Roads Administration. State Highway Department of Georgia
Division of Highway Planning. Baldwin County Georgia 1939   map: color; 47.5" x 36" scale: 6
inches equals 5 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1939.004
Subjects - Places




8  Sanborn Map Co.. Milledgeville Including Midway and Hardwick Baldwin County
Georgia 1926   map book: color; 17" x 11" scale: region: Georgia type: political
map 1926.001 a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i, j,k,l,m,n,
o,p,q,r,s,t,u,v,w,x,y,z,aa,bb,cc,dd,ee,ff,gg,hh,ii,jj,kk,ll,mm,nn,oo,pp,qq,rr,ss,tt,uu,vv,ww,xx,yy,zz,aaa,bbb,ccc,ddd,eee,fff,ggg,hhh,iii,jjj,kkk,lll,mmm,nnn,ooo,ppp,qqq,rrr,sss,ttt,uuu,vvv,www,xxx
Map Collection
- Page 76 -
Subjects - Places




8  Sanborn Map Co.. Milledgeville Baldwin County Georgia Including Hardwick 1926   map book:
color; 26" x 24" scale: region: Georgia type: political
map 1926.002
Subjects - Places




9  Johnson Publishing Company Inc.. Maps of Milledgeville, Lake Sinclair, and Baldwin County of
Georgia 1982   map: color; 35" x 23" scale: region: Georgia type: political
map 1982.002
Subjects - Places




9  Sturges, Daniel Plan of Milledgeville: The Capitol and permanent seat of the Government of the
State of Georgia 1808   map: b&w; 35" x 23" scale: region: Georgia type: political
map 1808.001
Subjects - Places
• Baldwin County (Ga.)
Map Collection




9  United States Department of the Interior Geological Survey. Contour Topography Map of








9  Frobel, B.W. Mitchell, Dr.  Milledgeville and The Right Bank of the Oconee River 1915   map:






9  City of Milledgeville. City of Milledgeville 1975   map: color; 37" x 16.5" scale: 2 inches equal
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• Georgia--Maps.
9  State Highway Department of Georgia Division of Highway Planning. General Highway Map
















9 Map of Property Lines and Topography in N.W. Section of City of Milledgeville 320th G.M.D.
Baldwin County, Ga. 1st Land District for the Baldwin County Board of Education 1962   map:
color; 29.75 x 23.5" scale: 1 inch equals 200 feet region: Georgia type: political
map 1962.003
Subjects - Places
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9  MacDonald, Hugh Georgia: District 16 1807   map: color; 27.75 x 20" scale: 40 chains to 1 inch




9 Baldwin County Georgia undated   map: b&w; 21.75" x 18" scale: region: Georgia type: political
map 0000.023
Subjects - Places
• Baldwin County (Ga.)
Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.





9 Map of Milledgeville City undated   map: color; 11" x 9" scale: region: Georgia type: political
map 0000.025
Subjects - Places




9  Frobel, B.W., Civil Engineer Map of Macon Reserve 1869   map: b&w; 19.5" x 18.25" scale:
region: Georgia type: political
Map Collection






9  Hill and Adley Associates. Milledgeville Georgia Major Thoroughfares 1961   map book: color;
13" x 8.4" scale: region: Georgia type: political
map 1961.001
Subjects - Places




9  Sibley, E. Aerial Map undated   type: political
map 0000.026









- Page 81 -
9  First Federal Savings and Lean Association. Map of Milledgeville and Baldwin County,
















9  Warr, Wm. W. Plan of Milledgeville undated   map: b&w; 7.12" x 5.9" scale: .75 inches equals
1500 feet region: Georgia type: political
map 0000.030
Subjects - Places




9  Slaughter, Janet Plan of Milledgeville 1949   map: b&w; 24" x 18" scale: region: Georgia type:
political
Map Collection
- Page 82 -
map 1949.003
Subjects - Places




















10  F.K.M. Proposed 8" Pipe Line Across Property of GA Ivey & Charles Ivey Southern Natural
Gas Company Located in Land District 1 Baldwin County Georgia 1963   map: color; 17.6" x
17.2" scale: region: Georgia type: political
map 1963.002 a,b,c
Map Collection
- Page 83 -
Subjects - Places




10  Sturges, Daniel Map of Milledgeville Baldwin County Ga 1808   map: b&w; 37" x 30.5" scale: 1
inch equals 660 feet region: Georgia type: political
map 1808.002
Subjects - Places




10  Thompson, R.M. Geologic Map of the Principal Clay Area of Washington County





10  Thompson, R.M. Warren, W.C. Bauxite Prospecting Map of Commissioner Creek and of Big
Sandy Creek, Wilkinson County, Georgia 1943   map: b&w; 30.12" x 20" scale: 4.4 inches
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10  Thompson, R.M. Warren, W.C. Bauxite and Kaolin Deposits of Wilkinson County,





10 Property of City of Milledgeville Located in Baldwin County Georgia Commonly known as
Moran Springs 1937   map: b&w; 14.12" x 9.5" scale: region: Georgia type: political
map 1937.008 a,b
Subjects - Places




10  Rice, Calvin W. Plat of Survey for Baldwin Estates, Inc.: Baldwin Park Estates Section 1 Part of
Division No. 2 of the J.T. Allen Estate Johnson Place 1st Land Distric 318th 1966   map: b&w;
17.9" x 11.5" scale: region: Georgia type: political
map 1966.001 a, b
Subjects - Places
• Baldwin County (Ga.)
Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
10  American Map Company. Cleartype Maps. Principal Consuming Points for China Clay in Paper
Manufacture including Wallpaper Converting 1945   map: b&w; 17.12" x 12.4" scale: 1.5 inches
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• United States--Maps.
10  Office of Chief Engineer Savannah, GA. Central of Georgia RY. Co. Milledgeville, Ga.
Proposed Additional R/W in Vicinity of Fishing Creek Bridge 1963   map: color; 17.12" x 12.4"
scale: 1 inch equals 100 feet region: Georgia type: political
map 1963.003 a,b, c
Subjects - Places




10 Map Showing Portion of Glascock, Jefferson, Warren, McDuffie, Richmond, Columbia, and





10  Office of Chief Engineer Savannah, GA. Allens Sanitarium formerly Carling, GA: Baldwin
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10  Office of Chief Engineer Savannah, GA. Baldwin County, Ga Central of Georgia RWY Survey








10 Plat of the Property of P.N. Bivins Three Tracts 1934   map: color; 22" x 18.5" scale: 1 inch




10  City of Milledgeville. Milledgeville- Baldwin County Small Cities Housing and Community








10  Southern Natural Gas Co.. 8" Macon Branch Loop 1963   map: color; 36" x 24" scale: 1 inch
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• Georgia--Maps.
10  Southern Natural Gas Co.. Macon Branch: Natural Gas Pipe Line for Southern Natural Gas








10  Southern Natural Gas Co.. Macon Branch: Natural Gas Pipe Line for Southern Natural Gas








10  Office of Chief Engineer Savannah, GA. Central of Georgia Railroad Company Milledgeville,
Ga 1904   map: color; 42" x 22.5" scale: 1 inch equals 100 feet region: Georgia type: political
map 1904.001
Subjects - Places
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10  Office of Chief Engineer Savannah, GA. Central of Georgia Railroad Company Milledgeville,
Ga: Proposed Three-Span Deck Plate Girder Bridge Over Fishing Creek 1963   map: color; 52.5"
x 21" scale: 1 inch equals 100 feet region: Georgia type: political
map 1963.005
Subjects - Places




10  Keuffel & Esser Company. Plan: Proposed Grade Revision and Proposed Track Realignments of












10  State Highway Department of Georgia Division of Highway Planning. Highway Map of Georgia





- Page 89 -
10  McKenzie, Joe H.  Sketch of Survey of Lake View a Lake Shore Subdivision Extensions in 1st
District Baldwin County, Georgia 1964   map: b&w; 17.9" x 11.5" scale: 1 inch equals 100 feet




10  Pauley, William C. General Plan Baldwin Park Estates Milledgeville Georgia 1965   map: b&w;
15" x 11" scale: 2 inches equals 500 feet region: Georgia type: political
map 1965.001 a,b
Subjects - Places




10  U.S. Geological Survey. Index to Maps of Georgia 1957   map: color; 23.9" x 21" scale:




10  Sibley, E. Aerial Map undated   type: political
map 0000.033
10  Baldwin County Board of Education. Map of Proposed School Site and Vicinity 1953   map:
color; 23.9" x 19.5" scale: 1 inch equals 200 feet region: Georgia type: political
map 1953.004
Subjects - Places
• Baldwin County (Ga.)
Map Collection




10  King Development Company. Rice, Calvin W. Plat of Vinson Heights A Subdivision in Baldwin








10  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map Lincoln County, Georgia 1975   map:




• Lincoln County (Ga.)
10  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map Long County, Georgia 1977   map: b&w;




• Long County (Ga.)
10  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map Loundes County, Georgia 1980   map:
b&w; 32" x 30" scale: 1 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1980.004
Map Collection
- Page 91 -
Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
• Lowndes County (Ga.)
10  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map Lumpkin County, Georgia 1978   map:




• Lumpkin County (Ga.)
10  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map Macon County, Georgia 1976   map:




• Macon County (Ga.)
10  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map Madison County, Georgia 1977   map:




• Madison County (Ga.)
10  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map Marion County, Georgia 1975   map:




• Marion County (Ga.)
Map Collection
- Page 92 -
10  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map McDuffie County, Georgia 1981   map:




• McDuffle County (Ga.)
10  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map McIntosh County, Georgia 1979   map:




• McIntosh County (Ga.)
10  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Twiggs County, Georgia 1940   map:




• Twiggs County (Ga.)
10  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Schley County, Georgia 1939   map:




• Schley County (Ga.)
10  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Lamar County, Georgia 1939   map:
b&w; 29.5" x 18" scale: 1 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1939.006
Map Collection
- Page 93 -
Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
• Lamar County (Ga.)
10  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Lanier County, Georgia 1940   map:




• Lanier County (Ga.)
10  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Wilkinson County,




• Wilkinson County (Ga.)
10  State Highway Board of Georgia. Jeff Davis County, Georgia 1940   map; b&w; 25" x 18" scale:




• Jeff Davis County (Ga.)--Maps.
10  State Highway Board of Georgia. Cherokee County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 23.5" x 18"
scale: 1/2 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1940.009
Subjects - Topics
• Cherokee County (Ga.)--Maps.
• Georgia--Maps.
Map Collection
- Page 94 -
10  State Highway Board of Georgia. Camden County, Georgia 1938   map: b&w; 27" x 18" scale:
1/2 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1938.004
Subjects - Topics
• Camden County (Ga.)--Maps.
• Georgia--Maps.
10  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Hancock County, Georgia 1973   map:




• Hancock County (Ga.)
10  State Highway Board of Georgia. Hancock County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 27" x 18" scale:




• Hancock County (Ga.)
10  State Highway Board of Georgia. Greene County, Georgia 1939   map: b&w; 24" x 18" scale:
1/2 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1939.007
Subjects - Places
• Greene County (Ga.)
Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
10  State Highway Board of Georgia. Jasper County, Georgia 1939   map: color; 27" x 19" scale: 1/2
inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
Map Collection




• Jasper County (Ga.)
10  State Highway Board of Georgia. Jones County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 28" x 18" scale: 1/2
inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1940.011
Subjects - Places
• Jones County (Ga.)
Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
10  State Highway Board of Georgia. Heard County, Georgia 1939   map: color; 24" x 18" scale: 1/2




• Heard County (Ga.)
10  State Highway Board of Georgia. Jackson County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 23" x 18" scale:




• Jackson County (Ga.)
10  State Highway Board of Georgia. Banks County, Georgia 1938   map: b&w; 21" x 18" scale: 1/2
inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1938.005
Map Collection
- Page 96 -
Subjects - Topics
• Banks County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  State Highway Board of Georgia. Catoosa County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 25" x 18" scale: 1
inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1940.013
Subjects - Topics
• Catoosa County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  State Highway Board of Georgia. Baldwin County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 23.5" x 18" scale:
1/2 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: physical
map 1940.014
Subjects - Places
• Baldwin County (Ga.)
Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
11  State Highway Board of Georgia. Bulloch County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 27" x 18" scale:
1/2 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1940.015
Subjects - Topics
• Bulloch County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  State Highway Board of Georgia. Barrow County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 27" x 18" scale: 1




- Page 97 -
• Barrow County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  State Highway Board of Georgia. Bartow County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 28.5" x 18" scale:
1/2 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1940.017
Subjects - Topics
• Bartow County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  State Highway Board of Georgia. Bulloch County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 27" x 18" scale:
1/2 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1940.015 b
Subjects - Topics
• Bulloch County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  State Highway Board of Georgia. Ben Hill County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 39.5" x 18" scale:
1 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1940.018
Subjects - Topics
• Ben Hill County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  State Highway Board of Georgia. Chattahoochee County, Georgia 1939   map: b&w; 34" x 18"
scale: 1 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1939.010
Subjects - Topics
• Chattahoochee County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
Map Collection
- Page 98 -
11  State Highway Board of Georgia. Berrien County, Georgia 1939   map: b&w; 24" x 18" scale:
1/2 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1939.011
Subjects - Topics
• Berrien County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  State Highway Board of Georgia. Bibb County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 32" x 18" scale: 1
inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1940.019
Subjects - Topics
• Bibb County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  State Highway Board of Georgia. Bryan County, Georgia 1939   map: b&w; 32" x 18" scale: 1/2
inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1939.012
Subjects - Topics
• Bryan County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  State Highway Board of Georgia. Burke County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 34" x 18" scale: 1/2
inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1940.020
Subjects - Topics
• Burke County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  State Highway Board of Georgia. Charlton County, Georgia 1938   map: b&w; 34.5" x 18"
scale: 1/2 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1938.007
Map Collection
- Page 99 -
Subjects - Topics
• Charlton County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  State Highway Board of Georgia. Calhoun County, Georgia 1938   map: b&w; 36" x 18" scale: 1
inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1938.006
Subjects - Topics
• Calhoun County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Dodge County, Georgia 1974   map:
b&w; 28.5" x 18" scale: 1/2 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1974.004
Subjects - Topics
• Dodge County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Dekalb County, Georgia 1976   map:
b&w; 34.5" x 21" scale: 1 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1976.006
Subjects - Topics
• Dekalb County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  State Highway Department. General Highway Map of Dodge County, Georgia 1969   map:
b&w; 29" x 18" scale: 1/2 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1969.002
Subjects - Topics
• Dodge County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
Map Collection
- Page 100 -
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Dooly County, Georgia 1975   map:
b&w; 23.5" x 18" scale: 1/2 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1975.008
Subjects - Topics
• Dooly County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Douglas County, Georgia 1976   map:
b&w; 30" x 18" scale: 1 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1976.007
Subjects - Topics
• Douglas County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Dougherty County,
Georgia 1980   map: b&w; 39" x 18" scale: 1 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1980.005
Subjects - Topics
• Dougherty County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Dawson County, Georgia 1973   map:
b&w; 36" x 23" scale: I inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1973.005
Subjects - Topics
• Dawson County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  State Highway Department. General Highway Map of Hancock County, Georgia 1962   map:
b&w; 27" x 18" scale: 1/2 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1962.004
Map Collection
- Page 101 -
Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
• Hancock County (Ga.)
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Haralson County, Georgia 1978   map:




• Haralson County (Ga.)
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Evans County, Georgia 1976   map:
b&w;27" x 18" scale: 1 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1976.008
Subjects - Topics
• Evans County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Emanuel County, Georgia 1975   map:
b&w; 27.5" x 18" scale: 1/2 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1975.009
Subjects - Topics
• Emanuel County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Early County, Georgia 1976   map:
b&w; 29" x 18" scale: 1/2 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1976.009
Subjects - Topics
• Early County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
Map Collection
- Page 102 -
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Echols County, Georgia 1976   map:
b&w; 28.5" x 18" scale: 1/2 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1976.010
Subjects - Topics
• Echols County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Hart County, Georgia 1976   map:




• Hart County (Ga.)
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map Harris County Georgia 1976   map: b&w;




• Harris County (Ga.)
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Heard County Georgia 1979   map:




• Heard County (Ga.)
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Henry County 1981   map: b&w; 31.5"
x 28. 3 scale: inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1981.007
Map Collection
- Page 103 -
Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
• Henry County (Ga.)
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Houston County Georgia 1975   map:




• Houston County (Ga.)
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Irwin County Georgia 1977   map:




• Irwin County (Ga.)
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Effingham County Georgia 1976   map:
b&w; 33.5" x 33.5" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1976.013
Subjects - Topics
• Effingham County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Elbert County Georgia 1979   map:
b&w; 36" x 34" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1979.005
Subjects - Topics
• Elbert County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
Map Collection
- Page 104 -
11  Department of Transportation. Carroll County Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 36" x 34" scale: 3
inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1940.21
Subjects - Places
• Carroll County (Ga.)
Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
11 Chalker, N.E., GA. 1959   map: color; 30" x 24" scale: 1: 24,000 region: Georgia type: political
map 1959.001
Subjects - Topics
• Chalker County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  State of Georgia. Fulton County Georgia 1947   map: color; 42" x 18.5" scale: 3 inches equals 2
miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1947.003
Subjects - Topics
• Fulton County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. Chatham County Georgia 1940   map: color; 40" x 17.9" scale: 3
inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1940.022
Subjects - Topics
• Chatham County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. Clayton County Georgia 1940   map: color; 29.75" x 17.9" scale:
3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
Map Collection
- Page 105 -
map 1940.023
Subjects - Topics
• Clayton County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. Chatham County Georgia 1940   map: color; 36.5" x 17.75" scale:
3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1940.024
Subjects - Topics
• Chatham County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  State Highway Board of Georgia. Map of Carroll County 1935   map: b&w; 34.5" x 22" scale:
1.5 inches equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1935.002
Subjects - Places
• Carroll County (Ga.)
Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Franklin County Georgia 1973   map:
color; 36" x 23" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1973.006
Subjects - Topics
• Franklin County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Fannin County Georgia 1977   map:
b&w; 36" x 31.4" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1977.008
Map Collection
- Page 106 -
Subjects - Topics
• Fannin County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Fayette County Georgia 1976   map:
b&w; 30" x 18" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1976.014
Subjects - Topics
• Fayette County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Floyd County Georgia 1977   map:
b&w; 36" x 34.5" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1977.009
Subjects - Topics
• Floyd County (Ga.)
• Historic buildings--Georgia--Milledgeville
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Forsyth County Georgia 1977   map:
b&w; 29" x 22" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1977.010
Subjects - Topics
• Forsyth County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Franklin County Georgia 1977   map:
b&w; 30.5" x 23.25" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1977.011
Subjects - Topics
• Franklin County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
Map Collection
- Page 107 -
11  New Jersey Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Fulton County




• Fulton County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Gilmer County Georgia 1977   map:




• Gilmer County (Ga.)
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Glasscock County Georgia 1979   map:




• Glasscock County (Ga.)
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Glynn County Georgia 1979   map:




• Glynn County (Ga.)
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Gordon County Georgia 1976   map:
b&w; 45.5" x 18" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1976.015
Map Collection
- Page 108 -
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Grady County Georgia 1977   map:




• Grady Couny (Ga.)
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Greene County Georgia 1980   map:
b&w; 35" x 32" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1980.006
Subjects - Places
• Greene County (Ga.)
Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Gwinnett County Georgia 1976   map:




• Gwinnett County (Ga.)
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Habersham County





• Habersham County (Ga.)
Map Collection
- Page 109 -
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Cook County Georgia 1980   map:
b&w; 31" x 18" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1980.007
Subjects - Topics
• Cook County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Hall County Georgia 1979   map: b&w;




• Hall County (Ga.)
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Burke County Georgia 1970   map:
b&w; 47.5" x 35" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1970.005
Subjects - Topics
• Burke County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Butts County Georgia 1979   map:
b&w; 29.9" x 18.25" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1979.009
Subjects - Topics
• Butts County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Calhoun County Georgia 1980   map:
b&w; 36" x 18.12" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1980.008
Map Collection
- Page 110 -
Subjects - Topics
• Calhoun County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Candler County Georgia 1975   map:
b&w; 21" x 18.5" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1975.011
Subjects - Topics
• Candler County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Charlton County Georgia 1980   map:
b&w; 34.12" x 18" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1980.009
Subjects - Topics
• Charlton County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Catoosa County Georgia 1979   map:
b&w; 25" x 17.75" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1979.010
Subjects - Topics
• Catoosa County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Candler County Georgia 1981   map:
b&w; 42" x 18" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1981.008
Subjects - Topics
• Candler County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
Map Collection
- Page 111 -
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Clayton County Georgia 1975   map:
b&w; 30" x 17.75" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1975.012
Subjects - Topics
• Clayton County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Clay County Georgia 1980   map:
b&w; 22" x 18" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1980.010
Subjects - Topics
• Clay County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Clarke County Georgia 1975   map:
b&w; 22" x 18" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1975.013
Subjects - Topics
• Clarke County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Crawford County Georgia 1981   map:
b&w; 42" x 18.4" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1981.009
Subjects - Topics
• Crawford County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Dawson County Georgia 1977   map:
b&w; 36" x 17.9" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1977.017
Map Collection
- Page 112 -
Subjects - Topics
• Dawson County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Crisp County Georgia 1974   map:
b&w; 32.5" x 18.25" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1974.005
Subjects - Topics
• Crisp County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Chattooga County Georgia 1975   map:
b&w; 35.5" x 22.9" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1975.014
Subjects - Topics
• Chattooga County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Chattahoochee County




• Chattahoochee County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Coweta County 1979   map: b&w; 36"
x 26.5" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1979.011
Subjects - Topics
• Coweta County (Ga.)
Map Collection
- Page 113 -
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Columbia County Georgia 1975   map:
b&w; 29.25" x 27.5" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1975.015
Subjects - Topics
• Columbia County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
11  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Colquitt County, Georgia 1974   map:
b&w; 34" x 22" scale: 1/2 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1974.006
Subjects - Topics
• Colquitt County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Cobb County, Georgia 1977   map:
b&w; 32.5" X 30" scale: 1 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1977.018
Subjects - Topics
• Cobb County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Clinch County, Georgia 1976   map:
b&w; 30.5" x 18" scale: 1/2 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1976.018
Subjects - Topics
• Clinch County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Cherokee County, Georgia 1975   map:
b&w; 31.5" x 30" scale: 1 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
Map Collection
- Page 114 -
map 1975.016
Subjects - Topics
• Cherokee County (Ga.)--Maps.
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Chatham County, Georgia 1977   map:
b&w; 38" x 34" scale: 1 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1977.019
Subjects - Topics
• Chatham County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Bulloch County, Georgia 1976   map:
b&w; 27" x 18" scale: 1/2 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1976.019
Subjects - Topics
• Bulloch County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Bryan County, Georgia 1977   map:
b&w; 41.5" x 34" scale: 1 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1977.020
Subjects - Topics
• Bryan County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Baldwin County, Georgia 1974   map:
b&w; 33" x 18" scale: 1 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1974.007
Subjects - Places
• Baldwin County (Ga.)
Map Collection
- Page 115 -
Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Bibb County, Georgia 1970   map:
b&w; 32.5" x 18" scale: 1 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1970.006
Subjects - Topics
• Bibb County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  State Highway Board of Georgia. Clarke County, Georgia 1938   map: b&w; 30" x 18" scale: 1
inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1938.008
Subjects - Topics
• Clarke County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Burke County, Georgia 1975   map:
b&w; 48" x 35" scale: 1 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1975.017
Subjects - Topics
• Burke County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Dade County, Georgia 1980   map:
b&w; 29.5" x 18" scale: 1 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1980.011
Subjects - Topics
• Dade County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
Map Collection
- Page 116 -
12  State Highway Department. General Highway Map of Fulton County, Georgia 1947   map:
b&w; 42.5" x 18" scale: I inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1947.004
Subjects - Topics
• Fulton County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Baker County, Georgia 1977   map:
b&w; 43.5" x 18" scale: 1 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1977.013
Subjects - Topics
• Baker County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Coffee County, Georgia 1978   map:
b&w; 42" x 34.5" scale: 1 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1977.014
Subjects - Topics
• Coffee County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Bacon County, Georgia 1974   map:
b&w; 34" x 18" scale: 1 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1974.008
Subjects - Topics
• Bacon County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Atkinson County, Georgia 1976   map:
b&w; 42" X 18" scale: 1/2 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1976.020
Map Collection
- Page 117 -
Subjects - Topics
• Atkinson County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Appling County, Georgia 1977   map:
b&w; 26.5" x 18" scale: 1/2 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1977.015
Subjects - Topics
• Appling County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Brantley County, Georgia 1979   map:
b&w; 29" x 18" scale: 1/2 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1979.012
Subjects - Topics
• Brantley County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Bleckley County, Georgia 1979   map:
b&w; 30" x 18" scale: 1 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1979.013
Subjects - Topics
• Bleckley County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  State Highway Department. General Highway Map of Bleckley County, Georgia 1969   map:
b&w; 29" x 18" scale: 1 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1969.003 a,b
Subjects - Topics
• Bleckley County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
Map Collection
- Page 118 -
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Barrow County, Georgia 1979   map:
b&w; 30" x 18" scale: 1 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1979.014
Subjects - Topics
• Barrow County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Banks County, Georgia 1977   map:
b&w; 33" x 18" scale: 1 inch equals 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1977.021
Subjects - Topics
• Banks County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Hancock County, Georgia 1977   map:




• Hancock County (Ga.)
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Brooks County, Georgia 1980   map:
b&w; 32.5" x 29.5" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1980.012
Subjects - Topics
• Brooks County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Berren County, Georgia 1977   map:
b&w; 36" x 34" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1977.023
Map Collection
- Page 119 -
Subjects - Topics
• Berren County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Ben Hill County, Georgia 1977   map:
b&w; 39" x 18.25" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1977.024
Subjects - Topics
• Ben Hill County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Bartow County, Georgia 1979   map:
b&w; 35.5" x 32" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1979.015
Subjects - Topics
• Bartow County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Carroll County, Georgia 1976   map:
b&w; 34.5" x 32" scale: General Highway Map of Carroll County, Georgia made by the
Department of Transportation in 1976. region: Georgia type: political
map 1976.021
Subjects - Places
• Carroll County (Ga.)
Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Decatur County, Georgia 1977   map:
b&w; 42" x 34.25" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1977.025
Map Collection
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Subjects - Topics
• Decatur County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Camden County, Georgia 1979   map:
b&w; 41" x 34.75" scale: 3 inches equals 2 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1979.016
Subjects - Topics
• Camden County (Ga.)--Maps.
• Georgia--Maps.




• Catoosa County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.




• Calhoun County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.




• Butts County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
Map Collection
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• Dougherty County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.




• Dekalb County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.




• Decatur County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.




• Dade County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
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Subjects - Topics
• Crawford County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.




• Coweta County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Authority of the State. Map of Coffee County undated   map: b&w; 21.75" x 17.75" scale:
region: Georgia type: political
map 0000.035
Subjects - Topics
• Coffee County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.




• Clay County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Frobel, B.W. Map of Brooks County 1869   map: b&w; 21.75" x 17.75" scale: 93.66 chains to 1
inch region: Georgia type: political
map 1869.009
Subjects - Topics
• Brooks County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
Map Collection
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12  Frobel, B.W. Map of Bibb County 1869   map: b&w; 21.75" x 17.75" scale: 4245 ft to 1 inch
region: Georgia type: political
map 1869.010
Subjects - Topics
• Bibb County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Department of Transportation. Map of Henry County 1870   map: b&w; 21.75" x 17.75" scale:




• Henry County (Ga.)
12  Authority of the State. Map of Houston County 1871   map: b&w; 21.75" x 17.75" scale: 90




• Houston County (Ga.)




• Clayton County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
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Subjects - Topics
• Clarke County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.




• Bacon County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.




• Atkinson County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Frobel, B.W. Map of Chattahoochee County 1869   map: b&w; 21.75" x 17.75" scale: 90 chains
to 1 inch region: Georgia type: political
map 1869.012
Subjects - Topics
• Chattahoochee County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
12  Frobel, B.W. Map of Haralson County 1869   map: b&w; 21.75" x 17.75" scale: 60 chains to 1




• Haralson County (Ga.)
Map Collection
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• Gordon County (Ga.)
12  Frobel, B.W. Map of Forsyth County 1869   map: b&w; 21.75" x 17.75" scale: 60 chains to 1
inch region: Georgia type: political
map 1869.015
Subjects - Topics
• Forsyth County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
13  Phillips, William Map of Floyd County 1871   map: b&w; 21.75" x 17.75" scale: 1 mile to 1 inch
region: Georgia type: political
map 1871.003
Subjects - Topics
• Floyd County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
13  Frobel, B.W. Map of Fayette County 1869   map: b&w; 21.75" x 17.75" scale: 90 chains per
inch region: Georgia type: political
map 1869.016
Subjects - Topics
• Fayette County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
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Subjects - Topics
• Echols County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
13  Rural Real Property Identification Survey. Douglas County Index to Plats undated   map: b&w;
22" x 17.5" scale: 1 inch:1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 0000.040
Subjects - Topics
• Douglas County (Ga.)
• Georgia--Maps.
13  The Hudgins Co.. Map of Johnson County 1908   map: b&w; 11.25" x 18" scale: 1 inch:1 mile




• Johnson County (Ga.)





• Heard County (Ga.)





• Harris County (Ga.)
Map Collection
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• Carroll County (Ga.)
Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.





• Jasper County (Ga.)
13  Georgia Power Company. Jeff Davis County Georgia 1927   map: b&w; 21.9" x 17.75" scale: 1




• Jeff Davis County (Ga.)--Maps.
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13  State Highway Department. Lamar County, GA 1921   map: b&w; 22" x 17.75" scale: 1 inch:1




• Lamar County (Ga.)
13 Map of Lamar County, Georgia, Milltown County Site 1920   map: b&w; 20.75" x 16.75" scale:




• Lamar County (Ga.)





• Lee County (Ga.)





• Lumpkin County (Ga.)
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Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
• Macon County (Ga.)





• Madison County (Ga.)





• Marion County (Ga.)





• Meriwether County (Ga.)





• Miller County (Ga.)
Map Collection
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13  Frobel, B.W. Map of Morgan County 1869   map: b&w; 22.25" x 18.25" scale: 90 chains per




• Morgan County (Ga.)
13  Frobel, B.W. Map of Putnam County 1869   map: b&w; 22.75" x 18.25" scale: 90 chains per




• Putnam County (Ga.)
13  Frobel, B.W. Map of Twiggs County 1869   map: b&w; 22.75" x 18.25" scale: 90 chains per




• Twiggs County (Ga.)





• Wilcox County (Ga.)
13 Map of the Territories Acquired by Treaty from Indians in 1802, 1814, and 1847, Divided in
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Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
13  Macon Chamber of Commerce. Official Map of City of Macon, The Heart of Georgia, Where to
Go, What to See 1961   map: b&w; 38" x 35" scale: region: Georgia type: political










• Worth County (Ga.)
13  Authority of the State. Map of Wilkinson County undated   map: b&w; 21.5" x 17.5" scale:




• Wilkinson County (Ga.)
13  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Wayne County, Georgia 1976   map:
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• Wayne County (Ga.)
13  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Jefferson County, Georgia 1974   map:




• Jefferson County (Ga.)
13  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Washington County,
Georgia 1979   map: b&w; 37" x 38" scale: region: Georgia type: political
map 1979.017
Subjects - Places
• Washington County (Ga.)
Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
13  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Meriwether County,




• Meriwether County (Ga.)
13  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Monroe County,




• Monroe County (Ga.)
Map Collection
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Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
13  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Jones County, Georgia 1980   map:
b&w; 32.25" x 30" scale: 1 inch: 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1980.013
Subjects - Places
• Jones County (Ga.)
Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
13  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Laurens County, Georgia 1972   map:




• Laurens County (Ga.)
13  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Thomas County, Georgia 1980   map:




• Thomas County (Ga.)
14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Wilkinson County,
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• Wilkinson County (Ga.)
14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Wilcox County, Georgia 1940   map:




• Wilcox County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. McDuffie County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 37" x 18" scale:




• McDuffle County (Ga.)
13  State Highway Board of Georgia. Montgomery County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 38.5" x 18"




• Montgomery County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Washington County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 30" x 18"
scale: 3 inches equals 5 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1940.028
Subjects - Places
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14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Meriwether County, Georgia 1939   map: b&w; 30" x 18"




• Meriwether County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Webster County, Georgia 1939   map: b&w; 31.5" x 18" scale:




• Webster County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Wayne County, Georgia 1938   map: b&w; 27.5" x 18" scale:




• Wayne County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Whitfield County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 24.5" x 18"




• Whitfield County (Ga.)









14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Jenkins County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 24" x 18" scale: 3




• Jenkins County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Laurens County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 32" x 18" scale: 3




• Laurens County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Lanier County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 38.5" x 17.6" scale:




• Lanier County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Ware County, Georgia 1938   map: b&w; 41" x 18" scale: 3
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• Georgia--Maps.
• Ware County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Tattnall County, Georgia 1939   map: b&w; 29" x 18" scale: 3




• Tattnall County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Screven County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 28.5" x 18" scale:




• Screven County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Polk County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 39.5" x 18" scale: 3




• Polk County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Pickens County, Georgia 1946   map: b&w; 33.5" x 18" scale:




• Pickens County (Ga.)
Map Collection
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14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Oconee County, Georgia 1938   map: b&w; 29" x 18" scale: 3




• Oconee County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Murray County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 23" x 18" scale: 3




• Murray County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Terrell County, Georgia 1939   map: b&w; 22.5" x 18" scale: 3




• Terrell County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Thomas County, Georgia 1939   map: b&w; 24" x 18" scale: 3




• Thomas County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Tift County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 25" x 18.25" scale: 3
inches equals 5 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1940.036
Map Collection
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Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
• Tift County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Toombs County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 21.6" x 18" scale:




• Toombs County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Treutlen County, Georgia 1939   map: b&w; 32" x 18" scale: 1




• Treutlen County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Troup County, Georgia 1939   map: b&w; 26" x 18" scale: 3




• Troup County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Union County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 24" x 18" scale: 3




• Union County (Ga.)
Map Collection
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14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Upson County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 22.75" x 18" scale:




• Upson County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Mitchell County, Georgia 1938   map: b&w; 27" x 18" scale: 3




• Mitchell County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Monroe County, Georgia 1939   map: b&w; 25.6" x 18" scale:
3 inches equals 5 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1939.020
Subjects - Places
• Monroe County (Ga.)
Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Taylor County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 26.5" x 18" scale: 3




• Taylor County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Talbot County, Georgia 1938   map: b&w; 24.5" x 18" scale: 3
inches equals 5 miles region: Georgia type: political
Map Collection




• Talbot County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Sumter County, Georgia 1939   map: b&w; 27.4" x 18" scale:




• Sumter County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Liberty County, Georgia 1939   map: b&w; 31" x 18" scale: 3




• Liberty County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Newton County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 22.9" x 18" scale:




• Newton County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Lincoln County, Georgia 1939   map: b&w; 24.5" x 18" scale:
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• Lincoln County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Long County, Georgia 1939   map: b&w; 26.5" x 18.5" scale:




• Long County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Macon County, Georgia 1939   map: b&w; 26.2" x 18.5"




• Macon County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Madison County, Georgia 1938   map: b&w; 24" x 18.5"




• Madison County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Marion County, Georgia 1939   map: b&w; 23.5" x 18.5"




• Marion County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Jefferson County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 28.5" x 18"
scale: 3 inches equals 5 miles region: Georgia type: political
Map Collection




• Jefferson County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Johnson County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 20.5" x 18" scale:




• Johnson County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Lee County, Georgia 1938   map: b&w; 24.5" x 18" scale: 3




• Lee County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Quitman County, Georgia 1938   map: b&w; 26.5" x 18"




• Quitman County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Pulaski County, Georgia 1939   map: b&w; 22" x 18" scale: 3
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• Pulaski County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Stewart County, Georgia 1938   map: b&w; 25" x 18" scale: 3




• Stewart County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Spalding County, Georgia 1939   map: b&w; 36" x 18" scale:




• Spalding County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Randolph County, Georgia 1938   map: b&w; 25.5" x 18"




• Randolph County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Rabun County, Georgia 1940   map: b&w; 50" x 18" scale: 1




• Rabun County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Board of Georgia. Muscogee County, Georgia 1939   map: b&w; 42.5" x 18"
scale: 1 inch: 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
Map Collection




• Muscogee County (Ga.)
14  Jackson, M.L. Newman, M. Washington County, Georgia 1897   map: color; 36" x 36" scale:
region: Georgia type: political
map 1897.001
Subjects - Places
• Washington County (Ga.)
Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Worth County, Georgia 1980   map:




• Worth County (Ga.)
14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Turner County, Georgia 1979   map:




• Turner County (Ga.)
14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Twiggs County, Georgia 1980   map:
b&w; 33.25" x 33" scale: 1 inch: 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1980.016
Map Collection
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Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
• Twiggs County (Ga.)
14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Union County, Georgia 1974   map:




• Union County (Ga.)
14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Upson County, Georgia 1975   map:




• Upson County (Ga.)
14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Walker County, Georgia 1979   map:




• Walker County (Ga.)
14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Walton County, Georgia 1977   map:




• Walton County (Ga.)
Map Collection
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14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Ware County, Georgia 1976   map:




• Ware County (Ga.)
14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Warren County, Georgia 1980   map:




• Warren County (Ga.)
14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Webster County, Georgia 1975   map:




• Webster County (Ga.)
14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Wheeler County, Georgia 1979   map:




• Wheeler County (Ga.)
14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Wheeler County, Georgia 1969   map:
b&w; 24" x 18.25" scale: 3 inches equals 5 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1969.004 a,b
Map Collection
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Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
• Wheeler County (Ga.)
14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of White County, Georgia 1979   map:




• White County (Ga.)
14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Whitfield County, Georgia 1977   map:




• Whitfield County (Ga.)
14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Wilcox County, Georgia 1971   map:




• Wilcox County (Ga.)
14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Wilcox County, Georgia 1976   map:




• Wilcox County (Ga.)
Map Collection
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14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Wilkes County, Georgia 1979   map:
b&w; 26" x 18" scale: 3 inches equals 5 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1979.024
Subjects - Places
• Wilkes County (Ga.)
Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Troup County, Georgia 1977   map:




• Troup County (Ga.)
14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Towns County, Georgia 1976   map:




• Towns County (Ga.)
14  State Highway Department of Georgia Division of Highway Planning. General Highway Map of





• Treutlen County (Ga.)
Map Collection
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14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Treutlen County, Georgia 1974   map:




• Treutlen County (Ga.)
14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Treutlen County, Georgia 1978   map:




• Treutlen County (Ga.)
14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Toombs County, Georgia 1978   map:




• Toombs County (Ga.)
14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Telfair County, Georgia 1974   map:




• Telfair County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Telfair County, Georgia 1979   map:
b&w; 26.9" x 18.25" scale: 3 inches equals 5 miles region: Georgia type: political
map 1979.025
Map Collection
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Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
• Telfair County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Terrell County, Georgia 1976   map:




• Terrell County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Tift County, Georgia 1981   map: b&w;




• Tift County (Ga.)
14  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Tattnall County, Georgia 1976   map:




• Tattnall County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Talbot County, Georgia 1975   map:




• Talbot County (Ga.)
Map Collection
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15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Taliaferro County, Georgia 1979   map:




• Taliaferro County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Taylor County, Georgia 1975   map:




• Taylor County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Telfair County, Georgia 1974   map:




• Telfair County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Putnam County, Georgia 1977   map:




• Putnam County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Muscogee County,
Georgia 1976   map: b&w; 32.75" x 28" scale: 1 inch: 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1976.028
Map Collection
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Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
• Muscogee County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Newton County, Georgia 1976   map:




• Newton County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Oconee County, Georgia 1976   map:




• Oconee County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Oglethorpe County,





• Oglethorpe County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Paulding County, Georgia 1977   map:
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• Paulding County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Peach County, Georgia 1980   map:




• Peach County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Pickens County, Georgia 1980   map:




• Pickens County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Pierce County, Georgia 1979   map:




• Pierce County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Pike County, Georgia 1969   map:




• Pike County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Polk County, Georgia 1979   map:
b&w; 38.5" x 18.5" scale: 1 inch: 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
Map Collection




• Polk County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Pulaski County, Georgia 1971   map:




• Pulaski County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Pulaski County, Georgia 1976   map:




• Pulaski County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Quitman County, Georgia 1976   map:




• Quitman County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Rabun County, Georgia 1981   map:
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• Rabun County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Randolph County, Georgia 1980   map:




• Randolph County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Richmond County,




• Richmond County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Rockdale County, Georgia 1980   map:




• Rockdale County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Schley County, Georgia 1975   map:




• Schley County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Screven County, Georgia 1975   map:
b&w; 28.5" x 18" scale: 3 inches equals 5 miles region: Georgia type: political
Map Collection





15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Seminole County, Georgia 1976   map:




• Seminole County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Spalding County, Georgia 1980   map:




• Spalding County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Stephens County, Georgia 1976   map:




• Stephens County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Stewart County, Georgia 1976   map:
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• Stewart County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Sumter County, Georgia 1975   map:




• Sumter County (Ga.)
15  Tufts, R.B. Map of Morgan County, Georgia 1897   map: color; 38" x 32.25" scale: 3/4 inch to a




• Morgan County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Morgan County, Georgia 1978   map:




• Morgan County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Murray County, Georgia 1980   map:




• Murray County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Montgomery County,
Georgia 1973   map: b&w; 39" x 18.25" scale: 1 inch: 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
Map Collection




• Montgomery County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Montgomery County,




• Montgomery County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Miller County, Georgia 1977   map:




• Miller County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Mitchell County, Georgia 1977   map:




• Mitchell County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Montgomery County,
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• Montgomery County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Jackson County, Georgia 1981   map:




• Jackson County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Jasper County, Georgia 1977   map:




• Jasper County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Jeff Davis County,





• Jeff Davis County (Ga.)--Maps.
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Jenkins County, Georgia 1975   map:




• Jenkins County (Ga.)
Map Collection
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15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Johnson County, Georgia 1969   map:




• Johnson County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Johnson County, Georgia 1979   map:




• Johnson County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Lamar County, Georgia 1979   map:




• Lamar County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Lanier County, Georgia 1975   map:




• Lanier County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Laurens County, Georgia 1977   map:
b&w; 42" x 35.25" scale: 1 inch: 1 mile region: Georgia type: political
map 1977.038
Map Collection
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Subjects - Topics
• Georgia--Maps.
• Laurens County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Lee County, Georgia 1975   map: b&w;




• Lee County (Ga.)
15  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of Liberty County, Georgia 1980   map:




• Liberty County (Ga.)
16  Superior Travel Map. General Street Map of Knox County Tn. And Vicinity 1997   map:
b&w;26"x40" scale: 3 inch: 1 mile region: Tennessee type: political
map 1997.001
Subjects - Topics
• Knox County (Tn.)
• Tennessee--Maps.
16  Map Supply Inc.. General Road Map of Florida unknown   map: b&w; 31"x 35.5" scale: 1
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16  AAA. General Highway mapy of Louisiana /Mississippi 2003   map: b&w;23.5"x33.5" scale: 1




16  Department of Transportation. General Highway Map of North Carolina 1995   map:




16  AAA. General Highway Map of Boston 1998   map: b&w;25"x30" scale: 1 inch: 1.6 miles





16  AAA. General Highway Map of Florida 1999   map: b&w;37"x25.5" scale: 1 inch:16 miles




16  AAA. General Highway Map of Ashville, North Carolina 2000-2001   map: b&w;28"x40" scale:
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• North Carolina--Maps.
16  AAA. General Highway Map of Kentucky, Tennessee unknown   map: b&w;37"x23.5" scale: 1





16  AAA. General Highway Map of New Orleans, Loisiana 2003   map: b&w;19x9 scale: 1




• New Orleans (La.)
16  AAA. General Highway Map of Southeastern Sates 2000   map: b&w;37"x23.5" scale: 1 inch:30




16  Map Supply Inc.. General Highway Map of Duval County, Florida 2001   map: b&w;48"x36
scale: 3 inches: 2 miles region: Florida type: political
map 2001.001
Subjects - Topics
• Duval County (Fl.)
• Florida--Maps.
16  National Geographic Society (U.S.). General Highway Map of United States 1976   map:
b&w;42.5"x24.5" scale: 1 inch: 72 miles region: US type: political
Map Collection




16  National Park Service. General Highway Map of Blue Ridge Parkway, North Carolina/
Virginia undated   map: b&w;46.5"x8.5" scale: General Map of Blue Ridge Parkway, North




• Blue Ridge Parkway (NC/VA).
• North Carolina--Maps.
• Virginia--Maps.
16  AAA. General Highway Map of Georgia /Alabama 2001   map: b&w; 37"x23.5" scale: 1 inch:14





16  Global Graphics. General Transit and Street Map of San Francisco, California 2004   map:




• San Francisco (Ca.)
16  Tourist Board of Venice. General Street Map of Venice, Italy undated   map: b&w;16.5"x12"
scale: 1inch :12 miles region: Venice type: political
map 0000.047
Map Collection




16  Georgia. Department of Natural Resources. General State Parks and Historic Sites of




16  Chimney Park. General Trail Map of Chimney Park, North Carolina undated   map: b&w;
12"x17" scale: n/a region: North Carolina type: political
map 0000.049
Subjects - Topics
• Chimney Park (Nc.)
• North Carolina--Maps.
16  AAA. General Highway Map of Raleigh, North Carolina 1994-1995   map: b&w;28"x40" scale:
2 inches :1 mile region: North Carolina type: political
map 1994.001
Subjects - Topics
• North Carolina--Maps.
• Raleigh (Nc.)
